Hosted Network
Security to
Keep Your
Community Safe

ENA NetShield is a hosted firewall service that mitigates threats at our core, sparing your Internet access
circuit unwanted traffic and attacks. Utilizing industry-standard security appliance architecture, ENA
NetShield features multiple levels of redundancy and leverages ENA’s national backbone to deliver a fully
managed security service. Because this solution leverages our data center cores, you can rest assured
that ENA NetShield will maintain uptime and service, even if your organization experiences power failure.

Five reasons for choosing ENA NetShield:
1. Blocks unwanted traffic at ENA’s core, preventing
unexpected utilization of your Internet access circuit

4. Available at any bandwidth capacity to grow with
your network

2. Utilizes resilient carrier infrastructure

5. Dedicated one-call support for rule changes,
additions, and configuration modifications

3. Hosted within hardened facilities featuring multiple
layers of failover architecture to ensure continued
protection against attacks

Blocking malicious traffic
before it gets to you

Safe Network for
Your Community
Cloud Based Network Security

ENA Technical Experience
and Assistance

ENA Configura on
Management

ENA 24x7x365
Monitoring and Support

Hosted Within ENA
Hardened Data Centers

Looking for a managed, premises-based VPN solution that works in conjunction with ENA NetShield? See the back to learn
about ENA NetShield VPN.

Secure connectivity and access in a simple, managed solution.
ENA NetShield VPN is ENA’s managed, premises-based Virtual Private Network (VPN) solution that works in
conjunction with ENA NetShield. Whether you need a static VPN connection between two network locations or
dynamic remote user access, ENA NetShield VPN has you covered.

Static connection
ENA NetShield VPN offers a static (LAN to LAN) connection that securely connects two networks together
through an industry standard IPsec encrypted tunnel utilizing predefined security criteria.
• The encrypted tunnel protects your data by providing a private connection with throughput speeds of up to
1 Gbps.
• Multiple VPN static tunnels can be created to support a variety of uses—for example, connecting to a thirdparty SaaS provider, transmitting sensitive data to another agency, or extending a remote network for access to
centralized applications.
• ENA engineers work with your team to define your specific needs and design a
tailored approach to establishing the ENA NetShield VPN static managed service.

Remote access
ENA NetShield VPN provides secure access to remote users
who need access to your local network for shared data,
applications, and systems. This dynamic connection
enables ENA to deliver a secure point of access into
your network.
• Industry-leading SSL VPN client compatible with all
major device types and operating systems.
• Only authorized users are granted access to your
network. ENA NetShield VPN provides support for
up to 100 concurrent users with up to 500mbps
of throughput provided.
• Optional directory integration for user management.
• Optional additional service to integrate with
customer-owned multi-factor authentication solutions.

CONTACT US TODAY!

For more information about ENA NetShield, contact your ENA account service manager or visit our website at www.ena.com.

ENA delivers transformative connectivity, communication, cloud, security, and data analytics solutions supported by exceptional customer care.
For more information, please visit www.ena.com, call 866-615-1101, or e-mail info@ena.com.
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